WISAblock
Rebar Anti Impalement System
WISAblock is a high visibility anti-impalement device which out
performs standard mushroom caps and safety strips.
Light weight and easy to install, WISAblock units cannot be
knocked or blown off rebar meaning there is no need to reinstall.
One WISAblock unit fits rebar sizes from 10mm - 32mm and the
unique design ensures WISAblock "grips" to rebar, further
increasing security.
Mushroom caps can only provide warnings of a potential hazard;
WISAblock has been tried and tested to reduce the likelihood of
impalement. WISAblock can also be used to create a handrail
system which fits standard 4x2 timber and also allows for wider
spans.
With maximum spacing at 1.5m, fewer WISAblock units are needed compared to the number of mushroom
caps required to cover the same distance, making WISAblock cheaper than traditional methods.
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100% Recyclable

Out performs traditional methods

Fits bars 10mm-32mm

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Products are manufactured under quality assured schemes.
Inform UK Ltd products are guaranteed against defective materials and manufacture. Products are
sold subject to the Inform UK Ltd Terms and Conditions of Sale, copies of which are available on
request. Inform UK Ltd endeavours to ensure that the above data and any further advice is correct,
however Inform UK Ltd cannot accept liability for the use to which products are put or in the way in
which they are used. All recommendations stated by the company are made in good faith.
Recommendations so no over-ride the basic obligation of the user to satisfy themselves at all times as
to suitability of the product for their particular application.
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